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American labor markets have exhibited large and persistent wage gaps between blacks and whites

(see e.g., Margo, 1990; Smith and Welch, 1989; Chandra, 2000). While one may interpret such gaps as

evidence of discrimination in the labor market, they could also be driven by human capital differences

that systematically vary with race. Such differences in human capital are largely determined by a person’s

family background. Family background includes, for example, a family’s material resources, home

production, connections, and residential location, which are all prime determinants of human capital.

This paper asks how much of the wage gap should be attributed to systematic differences in family

background and how much to discrimination?

It is typically difficult to measure family background, let alone assess its effect on life outcomes. In this

paper we disentangle family background from discrimination by comparing outcomes between lighter-

and darker-skinned African-American siblings. To do so, we collect and analyze data on households where

some siblings were classified as “Black” while others as “Mulatto” in the 1910 U.S. Census. Enumerators

in that census were instructed to distinguish “Blacks” from “Mulattoes” according to their appearance.1,2

We then follow these children to the 1930 Census by name, age and state of birth to record how they fared

as adults outside their childhood environment.3 We assess differences both in educational outcomes

(in childhood) and in economic outcomes (in adulthood). It is important to note that persistent and

significant wage gaps have been documented in the population not only between Caucasians and African-

Americans, but also between African-Americans of darker and lighter skin tone (Bodenhorn and Ruebeck,

2007; Hill, 2000; Goldsmith, Hamilton, and Darity Jr., 2006, 2007).

To measure the role of family background we compare outcome differences in the population relative

to differences between brothers. Differences between brothers, unlike those in the population, can not be

ascribed to differences in family background because all brothers are members of the same family. After

accounting for family background, remaining differences between brothers based on skin color are our

measure of discrimination. If skin color among brothers is uncorrelated with educational or economic

ability then outcome differences between brothers by color are a measure of average discrimination.

Understanding what causes racial gaps in educational and economic outcomes is crucial for alleviating

them. Studying the sources of racial wage gaps in this period and region is of particular interest. The

1The specific instructions asked enumerators to make the distinction between “persons who are evidently fullblooded negroes”
from those merely “having some proportion or perceptible trace of negro blood” (Gauthier, 2002, p. 48)

2This paper uses a number of terms that were widespread in the time period we study, but carry (and often carried) negative
connotations. To the extent that any readers find our inclusion of such terminology offensive, we apologize. Discussions of race
and skin color can be fraught, but—fully motivated by good will—we feel our subject is sufficiently important as to justify careful
research.

3The need to follow individuals over time by name forces us to restrict our attention to males, as females typically changed their
last name upon marriage making them almost impossible to link across time.
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U.S. South, where most African-Americans lived in 1910, was a region where discrimination was openly

practiced and even formally institutionalized by Jim Crow laws. Although the main racial fault line was

between Caucasians and African-Americans , there are still significant differences between lighter- and

darker-skinned African-Americans both economically and socially that are also reinforced by cultural

attitudes and institutions.4 Our attention in this paper is restricted to outcome differences within the

African-American community (where we can find families with sons in varying color classifications) but

lessons about the importance of family background, on one hand, and differential treatment within the

family and later in life, on the other hand, speak to how racial gaps are created and persist more generally.

We find the role of family background to be substantial. In a random sample of the population in 1910,

20% of those classified as “Mulattoes” could not read, compared to 31% of “Blacks.” The difference we

find between brothers in our sample is only 1.2 percentage points. In 1910, “Mulatto” adult males in

the population held occupations with a median annual income higher by $1,200 (in 2000 dollars), on

average, than the median income of occupations held by “Blacks.” Brothers in our sample in 1930 show

only a $400 difference.5 The much smaller differences between brothers, relative to differences in the

population, both in childhood and as adults show how important family background is in explaining

overall gaps. In other words, most of the gaps between “Blacks” and “Mulattoes” can be attributed to the

fact that those classified as “Black” were typically born to more disadvantaged families.

Of course, systematic differences in family background are driven, at least to some extent, by the cu-

mulative effects of discrimination suffered by earlier generations. Our attempts to disentangle skin-color

discrimination from family background may then be attempts to separate the effects of contemporary

discrimination from that of the past. For convenience, however, we refer throughout to discrimination as

differential behavior towards an individual based on the color of his skin (whether due to taste-based or

statistical discrimination), excluding by this definition the systematic differences between families, no

matter their cause.

Even though differences between brothers are much smaller than differences in the population, they

still exist for some outcomes. We find that in early childhood, darker-skinned brothers are less likely

to attend school and less likely to be able to read. After age ten, darker-skinned brothers are actually

slightly more likely to attend school and are able to read as often as their lighter-skinned brothers,

4See Williamson (1980) for a rich survey on the origin and position of “Mulattoes” or mixed-race individuals in the racial hierarchy
of the time.

5In the 1930 census color distinctions were no longer made and a single category was designated for all African-Americans. We are
in the process of constructing a panel dataset for a random sample of 1910 “Mulattoes” and “Blacks.”
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1 Literature Review

although achieving literacy later may actually correspond to lower levels of educational attainment.6 It

appears that skin-color discrimination leads to delayed, and perhaps lower-quality, education for darker-

skinned children. What are the sources of this differential treatment? Do parents invest differentially

in anticipation of discrimination later in life or do they have preferences for lighter-skinned sons? Are

teachers or peers discriminating? At this point we are not able to disentangle the sources of discrimination

but we hope to use our data to test at least some of these possible channels in the future. For now it is

important to note that remaining differences between brothers—what we refer to as discrimination—can

be the product of several types of differential treatment, some of them may even offset others.

Considering outcomes later in life, we find that darker-skinned brothers sort into occupations that

(on median) pay slightly less, that they are more likely to either stay in agriculture or be laborers, that

their home’s value is lower (conditional on heading a household), and that they are less likely to be

veterans of World War I. However, for most of the outcomes in adulthood, we can not statistically reject

the hypothesis that there is no difference between brothers classified in 1910 as “Black” and “Mulatto.”

Matching to adult outcomes limits our sample size significantly, and the possibility of false matches

adds further noise to our estimates. We are currently working on improving the matching technique,

hoping to increase precision in estimation, and finding additional data sources that will have additional

information on these individuals.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 1 describes some of the most related literature. In Section 2 we

provide a brief overview of skin color determination and how it relates to racial classification, together with

discussion of how discrimination along these dimensions might operate. We then describe in Section 3

our empirical strategy for separately identifying the effects of family background and (contemporary)

discrimination, including the data used. Section 4 presents our main results and interpretations, and

Section 5 concludes.

1 Literature Review

Educational and economic gaps between whites and blacks since the late 19th to the mid 20th century

have been documented by Margo (1990). Since the mid 20th century, Smith and Welch (1989) shows

that education and wage gaps have decreased, but according to (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2011,

Table 14)) even in 2010 the weekly wage of the average black male was 74% of the average white male

6Literacy is recorded in a binary fashion but underlying literacy levels may vary and may be lower for those who attend school
relatively late.
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wage. Although most of the attention has been given on the gaps between Caucasians and African-

Americans, research has also been done on gaps between lighter- and darker-skinned African-Americans.

Bodenhorn and Ruebeck (2007) shows that in the antebellum urban South, while average wealth of “black”

households was 20% of the average white household’s wealth, “mulatto” households’ wealth reached 50%

of the white wealth level. In more recent settings – the Multi City Study of Urban Inequality survey taken

in 1992 – Goldsmith, Hamilton, and Darity Jr. (2006, 2007) show that wage for those classified as “light

black” are much closer to wages of whites than to those of “medium-” or “dark-black.”

Nevertheless, the channels through which these gaps are formed are not easy to clearly identify.

Discrimination in the labor market being a usual channel of interest, observational studies try to better

identify discrimination by controlling for educational attainment as well as other demographics. They

show that individuals of comparable measurable background characteristics still earn different salaries,

even though the gap decreases. Altonji and Blank (1999) overviews literature on discrimination in the

labor market and also show that for employees with similar education, experience, and region the racial

gap decreases to 12%, relative to 21% when not controlling for such differences. In the context of skin-

color discrimination, Hughes and Hertel (1990) and Keith and Herring (1991)use the National Survey of

Black Americans to show that color-based gaps remain after adding background characteristics to the

regression.

Nevertheless, the problem of identifying discrimination is only partially solved as other unobservable

characteristics can still be driving the remaining outcome differences. Another approach that can cleanly

identify discrimination, if properly done, is to conduct experiments. Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004),

for example, randomizes names that are more typical of either African-Americans or Caucasians on

similar resumes to find that (made-up) candidates with “white-sounding” names get more calls back

relative to similar candidates with “black-sounding” names. List (2004) shows that minority traders of

sportscards get inferior initial and final offers and that it is mainly due to statistical, rather than taste-

based, discrimination. Doleac and Stein (2012) find that an online advertisement for a music player with

a photo of a black hand holding it gets 13% fewer responses and 17% fewer offers than the same music

player held by a white hand. While experiments cleanly measure discrimination in the setting they study,

these settings are by construction limited to a specific context and set of decisions. Observational studies,

especially in historical context, can follow people over time, analyzing longer-term causes of economic

gaps and consequences of discrimination. Specifically, the importance of family background is probably

impossible to test in an experiment.
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1 Literature Review

Another strand of literature that is perhaps more important in light of our results focuses on how

economic outcomes persists through generations. Linking 19th century censuses and more recent data

for the 20th century, Long and Ferrie (Forthcoming) compares intergenerational mobility between the

U.S. and Great Britain and finds a higher mobility rate for the U.S. during the late 19th in contrast to

similar rates in the 20th century. For example, out of 1,370 fathers who are farmers in 1850, 62% of

the sons are farmers in 1880 as well (in contrast to a 50% chance of any son to be a farmer), 13% have

white-collar occupations (in contrast to 17% white-collar occupation holding sons in total), 16% are

skilled or semi-skilled and 9% are unskilled. These numbers are from an earlier period and do not count

African-Americans who are not enumerated in 1850. Sacerdote (2005) uses the censuses of 1880–1940 to

find that by 1920 there is no difference between descendants of antebellum free blacks and descendants

of slaves. The argument made is that lighter- and darker-skinned African-Americans faced the same

discriminatory treatment that made early systematic differences disappear in two generations. Hill (2000),

looking at color gaps as well, finds differences in family background to account for very little of the color

gap. It matches outcomes from the death certificates of African-Americans who died in 1980 and 1985

to their childhood household in the 1920 census, which contain a color classification (similar to the

one we use in 1910) and a variety of family attributes. It finds that family background characteristics in

a regression can account for only 10-20% of differences between lighter- and darker-skinned African-

Americans. However, since the significant differences between families that are not captured by these

observable characteristics are omitted from the analysis, this approach can provide only a lower bound

on the importance of family background. In contrast to these findings of little persistence, Abramitzky,

Boustan, and Eriksson (2012) finds persistence in performance across generations: occupation-based

earnings of immigrants’ children, relative to those of native-born Americans’ children, are closely related

to their parents’ occupation-based earnings relative to native-born Americans.

This paper also relies on racial definitions which are inherently subjective, especially when dealing with

individuals whose ancestors are not exclusively European or African. These individuals pose a challenge

for race-based preferences and policies whether in general in society and specifically in administrative

recording of their race. Hochschild and Powell (2008) describes how racial categorization evolved through

the national censuses and how it was influenced by political forces. Penner and Saperstein (2008)

shows how survey takers of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) are more likely to classify

respondents as black, relative to previous waves, if respondents lost their jobs or have been incarcerated.

Even the Census Bureau itself admits the problematic subjectivity of at least the “mulatto” classification
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2 Skin color and color-based discrimination

(Cummings and Hill (1918, Ch. XI)). In the context of a siblings comparison, though, one should remember

that all siblings were classified by the same enumerator at the same time.

A paper that uses a similar methodology to the one used in this paper is Rangel (2007) which compares

siblings of different color classifications in the 1991 Brazilian Census of Population and the 1987 Brazilian

Survey of Nutrition. It finds that lighter-skinned children receive more formal education, and that

they are more likely to host a darker-skinned sibling after age 21 years. Our approach combines the

within-household comparison method from Rangel (2007) with the longitudinal analysis from Hill (2000)

to shed light on the implications of family background and possible differential early investment on

adult outcomes. Like Rangel (2007), we believe that identification using within-family variation allows

more effective control for background characteristics than parametric dependence on a limited set of

demographics. Like Hill, 2000, we rely on skin color classifications conducted by an external enumerator.

Relative to self-classification or classification by a family member, these enumerators’ judgments may be

more correlated with those of employers and others, and more independent of how the subjects perceive

themselves. Finally, by matching to records from later in life, we are able to measure outcomes at a

substantial temporal remove from the time of skin color classification.

Lastly, in terms of the methods used to construct our dataset, this paper follows a relatively recent

literature that constructs historical panel datasets by linking individual-level records across national

censuses (see Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson (2011, 2012, forthcoming); Collins and Wanamaker

(2011); Ferrie (1996, 1997a,b, 2003a,b); Ferrie and Long (2007); Long and Ferrie (Forthcoming); Long

(2005, 2006); Stewart (2006)).

2 Skin color and color-based discrimination

“Look at me! [. . . ] Ah got white folks’ features in mah face. Still and all Ah got tuh be lumped

in wid all de rest. It ain’t fair. Even if dey don’t take us in wid de whites, dey oughta make us

uh class tuh ourselves.”

—Mrs. Turner in “Their Eyes Were Watching God” by Zora Neale Hurston

2.1 Skin color-based discrimination

Discrimination in the labor market, in other markets, and generally in the public sphere was openly

practiced against African-Americans mainly and explicitly in the South, but also in the North. Among
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other aspects of life, many schools, occupations, and residential neighborhoods were segregated. While

the main fault line lay between Caucasians and African-Americans, lighter-skinned African-Americans

typically enjoyed higher social status and were widely preferred to darker-skinned African-American by

employers and society in general (see e.g., Hill, 2000).7 Moreover, lighter skinned African-Americans

were more likely to “pass as Whites” and face opportunities similar to Caucasians’.

Williamson (1980, Ch. 1) describes the emergence of “mulatto mavericks” by procreation of white

planters and their domestic slaves. Children of slaves and slaveholders were more likely to be domestic

slaves or free. By 1850, Mulattoes were more likely than Blacks to be emancipated. These differences were

probably reinforced and perpetuated through the advantage that light-skinned women seemingly had in

the marriage market (see Williamson, 1980, pp. 118-119).

Given the pervasiveness of color-based discrimination, we might expect differential treatment by

parents of their darker- and lighter-skinned children. Perhaps the simplest explanation for differential

treatment is that as participants in a biased society, parents themselves might have preferences for

lighter skin, similar to the preferential treatment of sons documented in some Indian communities.

(See e.g., Malcolm X and Haley, 1999, pp. 6-7.) Yet even if parents have no inherent preference across

their children they may invest differentially based on varying returns to investment in children who

face different degrees of societal discrimination. If lighter-skinned children will face a larger set of

opportunities, investing in them may yield higher returns.8 In contrast, if parents have egalitarian

preferences across their children, they might invest in favor of darker-skinned children in order to offset

societal discrimination.

Finally, parents and employers are not the only agents who may be discriminating. Teachers, doctors,

peers, and agents in other markets that are crucial for development like banking may all act more

negatively towards the darker-skinned African-Americans. We will not be able to identify who is the

source of discrimination. Nevertheless we will look at early and late outcomes that will shed at least some

light on the different possible sources.

7Williamson (1980) tells a more complex story whereby the status of mixed-race individuals was determined by the status of
those perceived to be procreating them. For example, where Mulattoes are the children of slaveowners and slaves then they are
perceived as better whereas earlier in the Upper South when most of the racial admixture came from white indentured servants
and black slaves, Mulattoes did not enjoy a higher status.

8More complex patterns of differential treatment would be expected if the return to different types of investment varies across
children. For example, parents might seek disproportionately to direct human capital towards lighter-skinned children, while
bequeathing physical capital to darker-skinned ones. Encouraging children to pool their resources—each taking advantage of
the comparative social advantages afforded by differential discrimination—is another possibility suggested by the findings on
cohabitation of siblings in Rangel (2007).
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2 Skin color and color-based discrimination

2.2 Skin color measurement

The use of skin color as a signal of European or African ancestry has preoccupied eugenics—the pseudo-

science aiming for the “improvement” of the genetic composition of a population—ever since the late

nineteenth century. Worried by racial admixture that they considered as a threat to society, eugenicists

such as Charles B. Davenport (1913) studied the heredity of skin color among mixed-race families. To-

gether with proponents of other political ideas the classification of the “Mulatto” entered the 1850 federal

census.9

Biologically, human skin pigmentation is affected by constitutive factors—determined by genes in-

dependently of environmental factors—and facultative factors—environmental exposure to UV light or

hormones—interacting with the genetic endowment of an individuals. Melanin, the primary pigment in

human skin, hair, and eye color is regulated by many genes. The most prominent and probably most

studied one is Melanocortin 1 Receptor (MC1R) with more than 50 variants in studied population.10

Pertinent for our purposes is the fact that skin color genes are not completely dominant and parents of

different skin colors, if homozygous, may generate varying intermediate levels of skin color. Moreover,

heterozygous parents may bear children that are either lighter or darker than both.

Yet the mapping from skin color—as well as other physical features that may signal racial affiliation to

census enumerators or employers—to categorical classifications is highly subjective. As an illustration,

Appendix A tracks generations of a single mixed-race family through the censuses of 1870–1930; classifi-

cations of the same individual by different enumerators vary from “Black” through “Mulatto” to “White.”

By 1910, enumerators were instructed to classify African-Americans into two groups according to their

appearance, distinguishing “persons who are evidently fullblooded negroes” from those merely “having

some proportion or perceptible trace of negro blood” (Gauthier, 2002, p. 48). It appears that enumerators

indeed applied an appearance-based (rather than a “blood-based” standard): despite the Bureau of the

Census’s contemporary estimate that three fourths of African-Americans were of mixed ancestry in 1910

(Cummings and Hill, 1918, p. 209), fully 79% were classified as “Black” (Department of Commerce, Bureau

of the Census, 1913, p. 159). In addition, it was very common for children to be classified in ways that a

“blood-based” standard would preclude: “Black” children when one or both parents are non-“Black,” and

9See Hochschild and Powell (2008) for a complete historical review of the reasons behind the introduction of the “Mulatto”
classification in different censuses.

10See Rees (2003) for further review of MC1R’s role in the determination of skin color, Gerstenblith, Goldstein, Fargnoli, Peris, and
Landi (2007) for a survey of different phenotypes associated with different variants of the MC1R gene, and Graf, Hodgson, and
van Daal (2005); Bonilla, Boxill, Donald, Williams, Sylvester, Parra, Dios, Norton, Shriver, and Kittles (2005) for examples of genes
other than MC1R affecting skin pigmentation.
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2 Skin color and color-based discrimination

Figure 1: Differences between “Mulattoes” and “blacks” in the population
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“Mulatto” children when both parents are “Black.” In Section 3 we argue that despite the subjectivity of

the census racial classification, comparing between siblings classified by the same enumerator at the

same time is informative of skin color differences between the siblings. We also discuss how this affects

possible extrapolation of our results to the general population.

2.3 Discrimination and family background

Comparisons between “Mulattoes” and “Blacks” in the general population reveal significant disparities.

Economic and other social differences between lighter- and darker- skinned African-Americans have

long been documented. Bodenhorn (2006); Bodenhorn and Ruebeck (2007) document wide differences

in household wealth between those classified as “Mulattoes” and those classified as “Blacks” in the 1860

federal census. Figure 1 shows how “Mulattoes” fare relative to Blacks and Whites in random samples of

the 1910 and 1920 censuses. In educational attainment, “Mulattoes” are somewhere in the middle of the

range between “Blacks” and “Whites.” Occupational scores—the median income of individuals with the

same occupation in 1950—show clear differences, albeit to a lesser extent.

Yet differences between individuals of different racial or color classification cannot wholly be attributed

to discrimination. As the figure shows there are systematic differences in human capital between the

groups. Combined with differences in family resources, differences in children’s educational attainments

along color lines may arise even in the absence of discrimination. In the labor market such differences in

human capital imply that employers may hire less blacks even if they screen employees without even

knowing their race or skin tone. Since employers actually see applicants when they screen for new hires it
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3 Empirical approach

is very hard to infer how much of the differences in labor market outcomes arise from other characteristics

the employer observes that are correlated with race and how much of them come from discrimination,

whether taste-based or statistical.

Our exercise takes out a significant portion of systematic differences between individuals with lighter

or darker skin, which is their family background.11 As a thought exercise one can think of an individual

coming to the world as participating in two lotteries: the first determines what family they are born into,

and the second determines their skin color. African-Americans (and darker-skinned African-Americans

in particular) are more likely to be born in disadvantaged families. This, in turn, affects their set of

skills when they are off to the labor market. But the second lottery determines how other people will

perceive their racial affiliation. These lotteries are highly correlated, but to disentangle the two forces

we focus on the small subset of families in the population where brothers received the same draw in

the family lottery but who have skin colors so different that an enumerator classified them differently as

“Black” and “Mulatto.” The difference between these siblings cannot be attributed to differences in family

backgrounds.

3 Empirical approach

3.1 Estimation

A naïve assessment of the effects of contemporary discrimination might make simple outcome com-

parison between individuals of different groups: for example, do darker-skinned individuals earn more

than lighter-skinned ones? Since skin tone can be correlated with myriad confounding factors, a better

assessment will attempt to control econometrically for (some of) these factors. We might therefore

estimate equations like

yi =α+βdarkskini +xiγ+ui (1)

for an outcome yi , where darkskini is an indicator of individual i ’s skin tone and xi is vector of observable

attributes affecting the outcome in question and potentially correlated with race.

Even a very extensive set of controls cannot control for the many factors unobservable to the researcher

that might vary systematically with race. In particular, there are many attributes of the environment in

which an individual grows up that affect his adult outcomes. We control for differences in childhood

11As we mentioned in the introduction, note that systematic differences in family background across racial groups are in fact very
likely to be consequence of accumulated discrimination. Controlling for family background should not therefore be thought of
as better isolating the effects of discrimination, but rather as isolating a particular form of contemporary discrimination that
responds directly to skin color rather than observable background characteristics correlated with it.
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3 Empirical approach

environment by comparing children in the same household who have differences in skin tone. In other

words, additively decomposing the error term for individual i (raised in childhood-household j ) into

household and individual-specific components lets us rewrite equation 1 as

yi j =α+βdarkskini j +xi jγ+ν j +εi j︸ ︷︷ ︸
ui j

, (2)

suggesting an estimator that takes into account the childhood-household fixed effects ν j . To the extent

that the correlation of race with ui is driven by its correlation with ν j , the within-household estimator

decreases the bias in estimates of β.

Of course, a within-household estimator prevents us from relying on any data from households where

children are either all light- or all dark-skinned. Therefore our sample is restricted to families having

sons of both classifications. This sample limitation alone results in an “approximate within-household

estimate” of β, even without explicitly estimating a fixed-effects model: in fact, if we had no (non-race)

control variables and each household contained exactly one light and one dark-skinned member, the

ordinary least squares and fixed-effects estimates of β would be computationally identical.12

3.2 Measurement and identification

Identifying the effect of contemporary discrimination using estimates of β in Equation 2 requires that

skin color classification actually be randomly assigned within families. If instead skin color classification

is partially determined by factors that directly affect outcomes of interest, our estimates of the correlation

between skin color and outcomes will not be causal. Such threats to identification could operate either

because true skin color is endogenously determined, or else because census enumerators take (outcome-

relevant) factors other than skin color into account when assigning a racial classification. For example,

if diligent students spend less time in the skin-darkening sun, or else if a biased enumerator is more

likely to classify a child holding school books as “Mulatto,” our approach will have difficulty identifying

discrimination.

One key factor that does systematically affect skin color, even conditional on family, is age. Skin pigment

typically continues to develop during the early months (and sometimes years) of life. Figure 2 illustrates

12This can be shown as follows:
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3 Empirical approach

Figure 2: Proportion of “Mulattoes” in households with both “black” and “mulatto” sons, by age
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that among families with both “Black” and “Mulatto” sons, the youngest children are disproportionately

likely to be classified as “Mulatto.” We therefore restrict our analysis to children whose racial classification

was conducted between the ages of 3 and 18. For this restricted sample, a set of age-year indicator

variables fails to explain variation in “Black”/“Mulatto” classification (p = 0.28). The variation at young

ages also provides some evidence that enumerators’ racial classification was indeed based on appearance

rather than ancestry. The lack of variation at older ages could also be interpreted as weak evidence that

classification was not affected by individual behavior, or at least behavior that varies systematically by

age.

An additional concern is that our within-household estimates may not actually be within-family

estimators. We estimate within groups of “brothers,” which we define as individuals listed as the “son”

of the same household head. We cannot be sure that these brothers actually have the same parents:

illegitimacy, remarriage, adoption, or the misclassification of stepsons as sons could result in a failure

to correctly identify biological brothers.13 In order for this to be a threat to our identification strategy,

there would need to be differences in skin color that are correlated systematically with differences in

background characteristics. For example, if illegitimate children were more likely to be darker-skinned,

and illegitimacy is discriminated against, our estimates will conflate this discrimination with skin-color

discrimination. (We do know that our “brothers” live in the same household and therefore have a high

degree of overlap in family background despite potential parentage differences.)

13Although not exploited in our current analysis, available data on the household head’s marital duration and his wife’s parity
(number of children born and number currently alive) could help us eliminate some “false brothers.”
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3 Empirical approach

Given the continuity of skin color, we need to be careful in interpreting evidence based on the Census’s

discrete classification of African-Americans into “Blacks” and “Mulattoes.” Aside from standard issues

that arise when working with discretized data, we face the additional challenge that classifications

were made according to standards that presumably varied idiosyncratically across thousands of Census

enumerators. However, data on each American household was collected by a single enumerator, so the

classification of one son as Black and another as Mulatto almost certainly indicates that the former was

in fact darker-skinned, and that the two straddle the enumerator’s threshold level for distinguishing the

groups. Although we are exploiting only binary variation, our identification actually comes from variation

throughout the entire subset of the skin color spectrum where various enumerators chose to distinguish

Blacks from Mulattoes.

Given our heavy reliance on within-family estimates, it is worth considering how skin color in our

sample differs from that in the overall population. Extrapolating from our sample to the general African-

American population poses challenges, since we do not really know how big the difference between lighter-

skinned and darker-skinned brothers is. On the one hand, we might expect that brothers’ similar genetic

endowments should make their skin colors more similar than those of unrelated African-Americans

classified as Black and Mulatto. This effect is presumably amplified by the fact that the existence of a

differently-classified brother is likely correlated with relatively light skin among “Blacks” and dark skin

among “Mulattoes.” On the other hand, we might expect a strong tendency among census enumerators

to classify all sons in a household the same way; in this case, the mere fact that brothers are differently

classified is evidence of large skin color differences.

3.3 Data and sample

3.3.1 Finding brothers with different racial classifications

Our estimation approach requires data on families where enumerators gave different racial classifications

to siblings. Given a desire to analyze adult as well as childhood outcomes, we restrict attention to sons:

the fact that most women changed their names after marriage makes matching daughters to subsequent

data sets problematic.

Our data collection starts with finding all families with differently-classified sons in the 1910 U.S.

census. We used the index of digitized census records on Ancestry.com to search for all individuals

classified in 1910 as “Mulatto” and who were identified as a “son” of the head of their household.14 There

14Enumerators were supposed to identify stepchildren as such, so two sons of the same household head should be at least half
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3 Empirical approach

were approximately 500,000 such individuals. For each of these “mulatto sons,” we considered the racial

classification of all other “sons” in the same household, retaining only those households with at least one

“black son.” For these 11,349 households, we downloaded the census records for all household members

(36,226 sons and 85,600 total individuals, including parents, sisters, boarders, etc.).15

Given the concerns about skin color classification of the youngest African-Americans discussed in

Section 3.2—together with the fact that classifications in infancy may be less informative about true skin

color—we exclude children under age three. Thus we further limit our analysis to households that contain

at least two sons aged 3–18, where at least one such son was classified “Black” and another “Mulatto.” We

refer throughout to this base sample as the “black-and-mulatto-sons households” (BMSH); it contains

6,858 households and 20,181 sons (all aged 3–18).

Table 1 shows the distribution of BMSH according to their parents’ and sons’ racial compositions.16

First, note that two thirds of households have at least one parent classified as “Mulatto.” 16% of the

households have both parents classified as “Black.” Under an appearance-based classification standard,

this can be consistent with biological parentage: both parents can have recessive genes for light skin that

result in at least some of their children having lighter skin than either parent. Finally, about one quarter

of households in our sample have either a missing father (20%) or mother (7%).17

Considering the racial classification of the sons in BMSH, we see that only 38% of households have

equal numbers of “black” and “mulatto” sons; “black” sons outnumber “mulatto” in 34% of households,

while the opposite is true in 29%. Thus the use of household-level fixed effects will result in estimates

that are not computationally equivalent to ordinary least squares. These fixed effects will be useful not

only for reducing noise, but also for an accurately summarizing within-household differences across the

range of “more black” and “more mulatto” households.

Table 2 provides a variety of summary statistics for BMSH, calculating for comparison the same

statistics for a random sample of all African-American households from IPUMS (Ruggles, Alexander,

brothers; no census data explicitly addresses whether these sons have the same mother. Illegitimacy, remarriage, adoption, and
relationship misclassification are discussed in Section 3.2.

15We initially considered also applying our identification strategy to the small number of households containing both “white” and
“mulatto” sons. However, examination of these households’ census records suggested that virtually all of them contained either
enumeration errors (e.g., household code corrections were visible on the original census record) or data entry errors. The latter
were frequently driven by the similarity of the handwritten codes used to distinguish “White” from “Mulatto”: “W” and “M.”
(Many enumerators ignored the instruction to identify “Mulattoes” with the more distinctive “Mu.”) Because of the small sample
and high error rate, we decided to ignore these households altogether, focusing entirely on households with both “black” and
“mulatto” sons.

16The terms “father” and “mother” are used somewhat imprecisely in this table and throughout. “Father” refers to the household
head in the typical male-headed household. In the case of female-headed households, “father” refers to the husband (if any) of
the female head, or much more often, is listed as absent. “Mother” refers either to a female household head, or to the male head’s
wife (if any; otherwise she is listed as absent).

17These rates of single-parenthood are higher than those found in a random sample of all African-American households (from
IPUMS), where 12.7% have absent fathers and 4.3% absent mothers.
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Table 1: Racial composition of “black-and-mulatto-sons households” (percent of 6,858 households)

(a) Parents’ race16

Mother

Father Black Mulatto White Absent Total

Black 16.3 30.8 0.2 3.0 50.3
Mulatto 18.1 9.7 0.0 1.9 29.6
White 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5
Absent 11.6 6.3 0.1 1.6 19.6
Total 46.2 46.8 0.4 6.6 100.0

(b) Sons’ race

Mulatto sons

Black sons 1 2 3 ≥4 Total

1 29.2 14.6 5.9 3.3 52.9
2 16.3 7.7 2.9 1.6 28.3
3 7.4 3.0 0.9 0.3 11.6
≥4 4.9 1.6 0.5 0.1 7.1
Total 57.7 26.8 10.1 5.3 100.0

Genadek, Goeken, Schroeder, and Sobek, 2010) with at least two sons aged 3–18. The population sample

means are presented separately for households with “black” and “mulatto” sons. For most household-

level characteristics, the BMSH lie in between comparable “Mulatto” and “Black” households. The three

exceptions are the number of sons in the household (higher in BMSH), whether the household head

migrated into the present state of residence (more likely in BMSH), and whether the household is headed

by an unmarried female (more likely in BMSH). That BMSH contain more sons on average may be

mechanical: each additional son increases the likelihood that there will be variation across sons’ racial

classification.

Although it is rare for brothers to be receive different racial classifications, the phenomenon is not

highly geographically local. Figure 3 compares the geographic distribution of (sons in) “black-and-

mulatto-sons households” relative to a random sample of all African-American households. The BMSH

are not concentrated in a few counties; many enumerators were involved in the classification of these

households. Table 2 indicates that BMSH are more common (relative to the general African-American

population) in counties that are more rural, have more farm residents, lower average incomes, and are

more heavily African-American. Although it may be the case that heavily African-American counties are

more likely to see the sort of racial admixture that gives rise to BMSH, it may simply be that enumerators

15
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Table 2: Attributes of African-American households (1910)

BMSH Random sample

Both Bl. sons Mu. sons

Number of sons 3.421 > 3.146 3.180
Head is farmer 0.580 ∈ 0.589 0.550
Head neither laborer nor farmer 0.204 ∈ 0.177 0.275
Head is employer 0.418 ∈ 0.425 0.369
Head works on own account 0.205 ∈ 0.193 0.213
Head able to read 0.625 ∈ 0.598 0.728
Head able to write 0.569 ∈ 0.549 0.682
Head born out-of-state 0.181 < 0.198 0.230
Lives in owned home 0.263 ∈ 0.254 0.348
Lives on farm 0.576 ∈ 0.602 0.529
Single-mother household 0.196 > 0.131 0.122
1910 County % urban 0.161 < 0.193 0.241
1910 County % lives on farm 0.590 > 0.552 0.513
1910 County % black/mulatto 0.517 > 0.505 0.457
1910 County avg. occ. score 13.93 < 14.34 15.18
1910 County literacy 0.742 ∈ 0.739 0.766

Households 6,858 5,686 1,628

Note: BMSH are households with at least two sons aged 3–18 in 1910, at least one classified “Black” and at least one classified “Mulatto.” Random sample contains households from the 1910 IPUMS sample

with at least two sons aged 3–18, at least one classified “Black” (col. 2) or “Mulatto” (col. 3).

were more sensitive to color gradations in areas where there were more African-Americans.18 Other

systematic differences between BMSH and other African-Americans may be driven by the former’s

disproportionate presence in heavily African-American counties. Indeed for all characteristics (except

the number of sons) for which BMSH lie outside the range between the average “Mulatto” and “Black”

households, the BMSH are closer to the “Black” average.

3.3.2 Matching to adult outcomes

To assess adult outcomes for the sons in our sample, we attempt to match them to records from the 1930

census. Since there are no unique identifiers that allow individuals to be identified across censuses, we

apply a matching technique similar to those widely used by researchers following the groundbreaking

work of Ferrie (1996). For each individual in our sample, we search in the 1930 census for anyone with

similar first and last names,19 a close birth year, and the same state of birth. The main challenge is

maximizing the “signal-to-noise” ratio by maximizing true matches while minimizing false matches. A

18For related reasons Hill (2000, p. 1441) restricts attention to the eleven Confederate states, where “distinctions based on European
ancestry were more widely acknowledged.”

19Name similarity is defined as mapping into the same Soundex and NYSIIS codes. Each of these coding schemes turn a name into a
short list of characters representing groups of similar consonants, and allow matching that is robust to a variety of spelling errors.
Before encoding, first names were standardized using a nickname dictionary (e.g., “Bob” to “Robert” and “Dick” to “Richard”).
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Figure 3: Geographic distribution of African-American sons (1910), by county

(a) “Black-and-mulatto-sons households” (BMSH) (b) Random sample of African-American households

Note: BMSH are households with at least two sons aged 3–18 in 1910, at least one classified “Black” and at least one classified “Mulatto.” Random sample contains households from the 1910 IPUMS sample

with at least two sons aged 3–18, at least one classified “Black” or “Mulatto.”

second challenge is minimizing the bias introduced by selective matching.

Some individuals—those who had died, left the United States, or were missed by enumerators—are

missing from the 1930 census. We know that many other true matches would not be identified by

our algorithm. People change their names. They make errors, misremembering or misreporting their

personal attributes. Census enumerators in both 1910 and 1930 may have failed to record these attributes

accurately and clearly. Modern data entry introduces further errors. In all these cases, we will either

identify no match in 1930, or else only incorrect matches. On the other end there are cases where more

than one individual qualifies as a potential match; this is particularly likely for individuals with common

names born in populous states. We follow the literature by restricting our attention only to individuals

who are uniquely matched in 1930.

Definitions of a “unique” match varies in the literature and we follow Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson

(forthcoming) by first looking for a unique name and birth-state match, restricting our attention to the

same birth year. If there more than one such match appear, we drop the individual. If however there are

no such matches, we look for a unique name and birth-state match with an age that differs from that

reported in 1910 by no more than one year (i.e., a three-year age band). Again, if we find multiple matches

we drop the observation, but if there are no matches we repeat the procedure using a five-year age band.

Using this procedure, we are able to find unique matches in the 1930 census for 6,118 sons (30% of the

total) from the “black-and-mulatto-son households” sample. Columns 1–4 of Table 3 compare the char-

acteristics of matched and unmatched individuals. Since our focus on within-household comparisons

requires variation in racial classification, we will need to restrict attention to matched sons in households

17
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where both “black” and “mulatto” sons were successfully matched in 1930. This restriction defines our

main sample for adult outcomes: BMSH30. It comprises the 1,151 households (in 1910) that contain at

least one successfully matched “black” son aged 3–18 and one successfully matched “mulatto” son aged

3–18; collectively, these households contain 2,686 matched sons (13.3% of the BMSH sample). Columns

5–8 of Table 3 shows the same characteristics for this restricted sample.

This sample is mechanically biased towards larger families, as the probability of matching at least two

siblings is increasing in the number of sons. The requirement to match multiple sons (and multiple racial

classifications) leads matched households to average 3.9 sons—0.6 more than unmatched households.

The difference between the left and right panels of Table 3 stems from this requirement of having at least

one sibling of each color category to be matched.

Table 3 suggests that matching does introduce some nonrandom selection to our the sample: column 3

shows statistically significant differences between matched and unmatched individuals. Similar to Ferrie

(1996) and Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson (forthcoming), urban individuals are more likely to be

matched, likely because names were distributed more evenly and not concentrated around a few common

ones. Literacy and school attendance are also higher among those matched; this could be directly related

to urbanity, or could occur because literate, educated individuals are better able to provide consistent

data to census enumerators.

We note that we are better able to match “black” sons than “mulatto” ones. The reason for this is

unclear. (Note that race was not used as a matching characteristic, particularly since we know that

racial classifications are highly variable across censuses.) We are not concerned about this difference

as we require at least one “mulatto” and one “black” sibling to be uniquely matched in 1930 for the

individually-matched siblings to enter our sample of interest (BMSH30).

3.3.3 Data entry

The digitized census records available through Ancestry.com include only a limited selection of variables.

In particular, only those items most useful for genealogical research were entered; fortunately, this

includes key fields necessary for identifying our sample in 1910, and matching in 1930. Our analysis

depends on a richer set of data, so we hired data entry clerks to digitize all other variables from scans of

the original, handwritten census records.20 This gave us information on schooling (attendance, reading,

20A fraction of all records were entered by a second clerk. When clerks disagreed, a third clerk was given the record to enter. A
majority rule was then applied to decide which value to take. If all three clerks disagreed we took the value of the clerk with the
highest record of agreement with other clerks.
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Table 3: Characteristics of matched vs. unmatched individuals and sibling sets

Matching individuals Matching at least two siblings (household-level)

Unmatched Matched Difference Predicting No match Match Difference Predicting
Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Individual characteristics
Black 0.512 0.525 0.013* 0.016*

(0.008) (0.008)
Age 10.136 10.270 0.133* 0.000

(0.070) (0.001)
In school 0.413 0.452 0.039*** 0.010

(0.008) (0.010)
Able to read 0.638 0.677 0.038*** 0.010

(0.010) (0.016)
Able to write 0.548 0.587 0.039*** 0.017

(0.010) (0.015)
Household characteristics

Number of sons 3.832 3.845 0.013 0.000 3.322 3.917 0.596*** 0.047***
(0.025) (0.003) (0.046) (0.004)

Head is farmer 0.610 0.620 0.010 0.035* 0.570 0.630 0.060*** 0.032*
(0.008) (0.019) (0.016) (0.018)

Head has other occ. 0.185 0.191 0.007 0.049*** 0.208 0.187 -0.021* 0.013
(0.007) (0.015) (0.013) (0.014)

Head is employer 0.447 0.443 -0.004 -0.048*** 0.412 0.447 0.035** -0.032*
(0.008) (0.018) (0.016) (0.017)

Head works on own account 0.203 0.214 0.012* -0.040** 0.204 0.214 0.010 -0.021
(0.007) (0.017) (0.013) (0.016)

Head able to read 0.621 0.637 0.016** 0.014 0.621 0.642 0.021 -0.005
(0.008) (0.019) (0.016) (0.018)

Head able to write 0.565 0.578 0.013 -0.005 0.566 0.588 0.023 0.014
(0.008) (0.018) (0.016) (0.018)

Head born out-of-state 0.183 0.168 -0.015** -0.023** 0.186 0.156 -0.031*** -0.027**
(0.006) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

Lives in owned home 0.265 0.274 0.009 0.004 0.260 0.276 0.017 0.002
(0.008) (0.010) (0.014) (0.011)

Lives on farm 0.602 0.617 0.016* 0.050*** 0.565 0.626 0.061*** 0.013
(0.008) (0.016) (0.016) (0.015)

Single-mother 0.184 0.179 -0.005 -0.004 0.200 0.175 -0.024* -0.002
(0.006) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

County characteristics
Proportion urban 0.151 0.160 0.009** 0.110*** 0.161 0.160 -0.001 0.071**

(0.004) (0.033) (0.008) (0.032)
Proportion living on farm 0.597 0.601 0.004 0.047 0.589 0.598 0.009 0.021

(0.004) (0.046) (0.007) (0.046)
Proportion black/mulatto 0.522 0.515 -0.007** -0.062** 0.516 0.519 0.002 -0.013

(0.004) (0.030) (0.007) (0.030)
Average Occupational Score 13.803 13.818 0.015 -0.005 13.956 13.810 -0.145 -0.002

(0.054) (0.004) (0.106) (0.004)
Proportion literate 0.739 0.742 0.003 0.032 0.742 0.741 -0.001 0.000

(0.002) (0.061) (0.004) (0.058)
Number of individuals 14,063 6,118 17,495 2,686
Number of households 5,706 1,151

Notes:
- The left panel of the table shows differences between records that were uniquely matched to a 1930 census record and records that were not matched. The right panel of the table shows differences between
households where at least one son of each color classification was uniquely matched in 1930. Matched sons in these matched households constitute our main sample of interest for 1930 outcomes: BMSH30.
- Columns 1 and 4 show the mean characteristic level for unmatched sons or households. Columns 2 and 5 show the mean characteristic level for the matched sons or households.
- Columns 3 and 6 show the differences between the means and below each difference standard errors of the difference—clustered at the 1910-household level—are in parentheses.
- Columns 4 and 8 show coefficients from a linear probability model with being matched as the dependent variable and the list of characteristics as explanatory variables.
- The omitted category for household head occupation is laborers. The omitted category for the employment type is wage earners (neither employers nor working on their own account).
- * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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writing), occupations, and many other areas. The clerks also corrected a number of data entry errors

present in the Ancestry.com data.

4 Results

4.1 Childhood outcomes (1910)

We start by examining investments and outcomes in childhood. The historical demand for and supply

of education must be put in the right context. Margo (1990) describes an acutely underfunded public

education system throughout the South: schools were segregated and scarce. Most of the interwar

improvement in the supply of schools was taking place during the 1920s when the Rosenwald Fund aug-

mented contributions from local communities to construct thousands of schools for African Americans

throughout the rural South. (See Aaronson and Mazumder, 2011) The typical African-American child in

this period had access to only limited basic education.

On the demand side, parents’ perception of the returns to education was weighed against the marginal

product of a child’s labor. The return to literacy was clear for everyone (even though probably more to

literate parents than to illiterate parents, as Margo, 1990 shows), but the optimal amount of education

desired when most parents were working in agriculture is unclear. Although by 1930 many Americans

would have left agriculture, it is unclear how much foresight rural Southerners had in 1910: most African-

Americans above the age of 45 at the time were born in slavery and most lived under Jim Crow laws

that made “white supremacy” official policy. Even northern manufacturers were highly reluctant to hire

blacks.21 As far as parents could tell in 1910, their children could have well stayed in “black” occupations

and industries under the same racial hierarchy.

Both supply and demand factors varied geographically and across the color line: rich, urban African-

Americans could have sent their children to good schools, preparing them for lives as clerks or managers.

They were also more likely to be classified as “Mulattoes.” Differences between “mulattoes” and “blacks”

in the general population—even if they were objective—will confound this channel with the direct effect

of an individual’s skin color. Column 1 in Table 4 shows that in the overall African-American population,

“mulatto” children are 6.6 percentage points more likely than “black” children to be attending school.

This outcome variable is coarse, and captures only the most minimal attachment to the formal education

system: the census recorded whether each child had attended at least a single day of school in the past

21The Ford Motor Company was an exception that tried to arbitrage segregated labor markets. See Foote, Whatley, and Wright
(2003) for an analysis of that policy by Ford.
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year. Unfortunately, no more granular data is available on attendance or other intensive measures of

educational attachment or quality.

In keeping with a literature that seeks to explain how much of cross-sectional racial differences can be

statistically explained by parametric controls for family demographics, column 2 reports results including

a number of observable household characteristics. The coefficient on “black” is cut by almost a half,

but remains significant both economically and statistically. As for observable family characteristics

that predict school attendance, parents’ literacy plays a role, in line with Margo (1990). Both family

resources and the outside option of sending a child to work may help explain the significant positive

coefficients on owning the home, living on a farm, and having an occupation that is neither labor nor

farming. Measures of county literacy and urbanity may proxy the supply of schools, but also relate to the

demand for education. The positive coefficient on African-American concentration in the county may

proxy for the supply of Black schools.

To perform our main exercise, we restrict our attention now to the “black-and-mulatto-sons house-

holds” (BMSH). This sample is limited to “black” and “mulatto” sons aged 3–18 who live in households

containing at least one of each. Columns 3 and 4 repeat with the BMSH sample the same regressions that

columns 1 and 2 performed on the overall African-American population. As discussed in Section 3.1,

column 3’s estimate is already quite close to the within-household estimate, reported in column 5. The

coefficients on “black” in columns 3–5 indicate that, on average, lighter- and darker-skinned siblings are

equally likely to go to school. This suggests that at least among BMSHs, one’s family almost fully deter-

mines school attendance. Column 4 allows us to see what observable characteristics separate families

that send their children to school from those that do not. Most coefficients on family characteristics are

qualitatively similar to those in the random sample. Again, one major factor that contributes to schooling

is parental and public human capital, as measured by literacy of the household head and on average in

the county. Living in an owned home is also correlated with schooling.

In spite of the approximately equal average school attendance of lighter- and darker-skinned sibling,

breaking down schooling by age as in Figure 4 reveals an interesting pattern. Before age 12, lighter-skinned

siblings are more likely to attend school; from age 15 to 17, the opposite is true. To statistically evaluate

this pattern we interact the “black” indicator with an indicator for whether the son is aged 11 to 18; the

results are reported in column 6 of Table 4. The coefficient on Black now represent the difference between

young darker- and lighter-skinned sons, while the coefficient on the interaction variable represents how

this difference is different for older children. The divergence is statistically detectible and economically
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Table 4: School attendance: regression analysis

Dependent variable: At least one day in school this year, 1910

IPUMS sample BMSH (multiple classifications) sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Black -0.0659∗∗∗ -0.0344∗∗∗ -0.00524 -0.00393 -0.00145 -0.0146∗
(0.00992) (0.0127) (0.00579) (0.00576) (0.00542) (0.00777)

Black × Older 0.0275∗∗
(0.0119)

Birth order -0.00140 -0.00240 0.00208 -0.000359 -0.0179∗∗∗ -0.0179∗∗∗
(0.00225) (0.00291) (0.00223) (0.00225) (0.00509) (0.00509)

Head is farmer 0.0191 0.0205
(0.0258) (0.0183)

Head neither laborer nor farmer 0.0325∗∗ 0.0254∗∗
(0.0159) (0.0129)

Head is employer 0.0159 -0.00185
(0.0221) (0.0162)

Head works on own account 0.0158 -0.0105
(0.0201) (0.0148)

Head able to read 0.0318 0.0546∗∗∗
(0.0258) (0.0175)

Head able to write 0.0683∗∗∗ 0.0359∗∗
(0.0252) (0.0170)

Head born out-of-state 0.0144 -0.00141
(0.0137) (0.0112)

Lives in owned home 0.0727∗∗∗ 0.0812∗∗∗
(0.0119) (0.00936)

Lives on farm -0.00141 0.0414∗∗∗
(0.0240) (0.0150)

1910 County % urban 0.0723∗∗ 0.135∗∗∗
(0.0340) (0.0290)

1910 County % living on farm 0.120∗∗ 0.0284
(0.0507) (0.0405)

1910 County % black/mulatto 0.144∗∗∗ 0.0126
(0.0367) (0.0291)

1910 County avg. occupation score 0.00300 -0.00254
(0.00402) (0.00325)

1910 County literacy 0.560∗∗∗ 0.351∗∗∗
(0.0710) (0.0562)

Household Fixed Effects X X
Constant 0.0595∗∗∗ -0.682∗∗∗ 0.00227 -0.369∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗∗

(0.0132) (0.0890) (0.0120) (0.0755) (0.0329) (0.0329)

Observations 19,333 11,465 20,181 19,713 20,181 20,181
Households 6,857 6,857
Mulatto mean 0.511 0.545 0.425 0.430 0.425 0.425

- All models include a set of age indicators for which coefficients are not reported.

- Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the household level.

- IPUMS sample (columns 1-2) is taken from the IPUMS-USA 1.4% random sample of the 1910 census.

It is further restricted to contain only African American sons aged 3 to 18 in households where there are at least two of them.

- BMSH sample (columns 3-6) is the universe of sons in households in 1910 with at least one son classified as “black" and another as

“mulatto", all aged 3-18.

- Black × Older is the interaction of the Black indicator variable with an indicator for whether the son.

is between the ages of 11 and 18.

- The omitted category for household head occupation is laborers.

- The omitted category for the employment type is wage earners (neither employers nor working on their own account).

- ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Figure 4: Schooling and literacy by age and color classification
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Notes:

- Plotted for the BMSH sample: sons aged 3 to 18 in households where with at least one son of each color classification within this age range.

- Census instructions asked for school attendance (at least once since September 1909) to be recorded for individuals aged 5 or older

- Census instructions asked for literacy to be recorded for individuals aged 10 or older

significant. Among younger children, dark-skinned brothers are 1.5 percentage points less likely to attend

school; among older children, they are 1.3 percentage points more likely.

Table 5 and Figure 4 replicate these analyses for literacy instead of school attendance.22 Again, there

are large differences in the population between “Blacks” and “Mulattoes” (column 1): compared to mean

“mulatto” illiteracy rate of 20%, illiteracy among “blacks” is higher by 11 percentage points. Controlling

for family characteristics (column 2) again approximately halves the coefficient on “Black” and similar

family attributes correlate with literacy as did with school attendance. Unlike school attendance, though,

literacy differences are quite substantial even within families (column 5): darker-skinned siblings are

1.2 percentage points less likely to be able to read. Breaking down these differences by age suggests that

lighter-skinned siblings tend to acquire literacy earlier in life, but unlike with school attendance, we

cannot reject the absence of a difference between younger and older children even at the 10% level.

In light of an absence of differences in overall school attendance, perhaps our finding of a literacy

difference is surprising. One explanation could be the coarse measurement of school attendance question.

If lighter-skinned siblings were attending school for more days than their darker-skinned siblings we fail

to gauge this difference in investment on the intensive margin. But assuming there are no systematic

differences in schooling on the intensive margin between lighter- and darker-skinned siblings one may

22We report literacy results using the census’s “able to read” field. Results for ability to write are qualitatively similar.
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Table 5: Literacy: regression analysis

Dependent variable: Able to read, 1910

IPUMS sample BMSH (multiple classifications) sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Black -0.107∗∗∗ -0.0505∗∗∗ -0.0101 -0.0124 -0.0123∗ -0.0252
(0.0159) (0.0184) (0.00774) (0.00764) (0.00694) (0.0155)

Black × Older 0.0183
(0.0184)

Birth order 0.00447 0.0145∗∗ 0.00460 0.00410 -0.0239∗∗∗ -0.0240∗∗∗
(0.00526) (0.00630) (0.00406) (0.00389) (0.00805) (0.00804)

Head is farmer -0.0187 0.0262
(0.0403) (0.0248)

Head neither laborer nor farmer 0.0726∗∗∗ 0.0652∗∗∗
(0.0251) (0.0186)

Head is employer 0.0186 -0.0115
(0.0350) (0.0220)

Head works on own account 0.0259 -0.00967
(0.0311) (0.0203)

Head able to read 0.0843∗∗ 0.149∗∗∗
(0.0393) (0.0270)

Head able to write 0.0974∗∗∗ 0.0473∗
(0.0373) (0.0262)

Head born out-of-state 0.0170 0.00598
(0.0205) (0.0153)

Lives in owned home 0.0819∗∗∗ 0.0956∗∗∗
(0.0181) (0.0128)

Lives on farm -0.0252 -0.00244
(0.0362) (0.0213)

1910 County % urban 0.117∗∗ 0.130∗∗∗
(0.0548) (0.0420)

1910 County % living on farm 0.0762 0.121∗
(0.0840) (0.0624)

1910 County % black/mulatto 0.110∗ 0.152∗∗∗
(0.0578) (0.0408)

1910 County avg. occupation score -0.00667 0.00898∗
(0.00642) (0.00488)

1910 County literacy 0.933∗∗∗ 0.538∗∗∗
(0.122) (0.0820)

Household Fixed Effects X X
Constant 0.713∗∗∗ -0.237 0.0991∗∗∗ -0.740∗∗∗ 0.386∗∗∗ 0.392∗∗∗

(0.0287) (0.152) (0.0380) (0.122) (0.0681) (0.0689)

Observations 7,810 4,705 9,474 9,339 9,474 9,474
Households 3,596 3,596
Mulatto mean 0.797 0.808 0.646 0.646 0.646 0.646

- All models include a set of age indicators for which coefficients are not reported.

- Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the household level.

- IPUMS sample (columns 1-2) is taken from the IPUMS-USA 1.4% random sample of the 1910 census.

It is further restricted to contain only African American sons aged 3 to 18 in households where there are at least two of them.

- BMSH sample (columns 3-6) is the universe of sons in households in 1910 with at least one son classified as “black" and another as

“mulatto", all aged 3-18.

- The omitted category for household head occupation is laborers.

- The omitted category for the employment type is wage earners (neither employers nor working on their own account).

- ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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ascribe difference in literacy to differences in additional teaching that literate parents may supplement

to the school. Alternatively, it may be the case that teachers gave more attention to the lighter-skinned

sibling, or that siblings had different groups of peers. Our measurement carries much less information

that is needed to disentangle these possible channels.

4.2 Adult outcomes (1930)

Where did lighter-skinned siblings end up economically? Did they fare differently than their darker-

skinned sibling? The 1930 census did not collect data on income, but individuals did report their occupa-

tions and industries. We convert occupation-industry combinations to a cardinal rank corresponding to

the median income reported in the 1950 census by individuals holding the same occupation (in $100s).

Although this ranking misses out on (presumably substantial) within-occupation income variation, it

remains informative about sons’ occupational sorting.

Table 6 reports estimates of the effect of skin color (as classified in 1910) on 1930 occupation score. In

the 1930 census, African-Americans were no longer subclassified, so we cannot present differences in the

general population.23 Therefore we present in columns 1–4 regressions similar to those reported in in

columns 3–6 in the previous tables. The sample is restricted to sons (in 1910) in households that contain

at least one successfully matched “black” son aged 3–18 and one successfully matched “mulatto” son

aged 3–18. Columns 5 and 6 add individual-level variables that were determined earlier in life and should

affect occupational sorting: literacy in 1910, and being a veteran of World War I.

Unfortunately our results for outcomes later in life are less convincing, statistically, than outcomes

earlier in life. One reason is that our sample is now different: it contains far fewer observations and

presumably adds some noise from false matches. Combined with limited variation in occupation and

other economic possibilities for blacks at the time, variation in the dependent variable is probably lower

than what is needed to stand out even with the added noise introduced by the matching.

Nevertheless, we find point estimates consistent with lighter-skinned siblings faring somewhat better

later in life. According to our main specification (column 3), darker-skinned siblings work in occupations

where the median annual income in 1950 dollars is $40 (1950 dollars; approximately $360 2010 dollars)

lower. Column 4 suggests that this difference is almost entirely driven by differences among sons were

above age 31 by 1910; this may be driven by the fact that occupation scores rise significantly through

23We have pursued construction of a panel by matching the 1910 IPUMS random population sample to the 1930 census, but there
are sufficiently few “mulattoes” in the IPUMS sample that the matched panel is fairly small. This problem is exacerbated by the
fact that a substantial fraction of the 1910 IPUMS sample is missing individual names, making matching impossible.
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Table 6: Occupational score: regression analysis

Dependent variable: Occupational score, 1930

BMSH30 sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Black -0.211 -0.176 -0.397 -0.0815 -0.865 -0.853
(0.350) (0.354) (0.360) (0.534) (0.573) (0.565)

Black × Older -0.639
(0.934)

Able to read 1.477 1.297
(1.213) (1.165)

1930 Veteran 4.313∗∗∗
(1.058)

Birth order -0.106 -0.0466 0.468 0.473 0.542 0.646
(0.101) (0.103) (0.335) (0.336) (0.615) (0.592)

Head is farmer 0.297
(0.669)

Head neither laborer nor farmer 0.00167
(0.608)

Head is employer -0.604
(0.659)

Head works on own account -0.675
(0.618)

Head able to read -0.429
(0.691)

Head able to write 0.296
(0.655)

Head born out-of-state -0.510
(0.480)

Lives in owned home 0.165
(0.405)

Lives on farm -1.102∗
(0.643)

1910 County % urban 0.709
(1.371)

1910 County % living on farm 2.762
(1.759)

1910 County % black/mulatto 1.844
(1.154)

1910 County avg. occupation score 0.352∗∗
(0.138)

1910 County literacy 0.746
(2.473)

Household Fixed Effects X X X X
Constant 18.61∗∗∗ 11.21∗∗∗ 15.89∗∗∗ 15.71∗∗∗ 14.95∗∗∗ 14.30∗∗∗

(0.823) (2.924) (2.190) (2.233) (3.979) (3.950)

Observations 2,442 2,401 2,442 2,442 1,574 1,574
Households 1,051 1,051 899 899
Mulatto mean 19.81 19.78 19.81 19.81 20.52 20.52

- The sample (BMSH30) consists of 1910-sons aged 3-18 that are uniquely matched to the 1930 census and

have another son in their 1910 household in the same age range that was uniquely matched to the 1930 census.

- Occupational score is the median annual income within an occupation, in 1950, in $100s.

- All models include a set of age indicators for which coefficients are not reported.

- Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the childhood-household level.

- The omitted category for household head occupation is laborers.

- The omitted category for the employment type is wage earners (neither employers nor working on their own account).

- ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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one’s twenties (as suggested by Figure 1), and may be less informative earlier in life.

Although none of these results rises to the level of statistical significance, it is interesting to note the

significantly elevated “Black” coefficients in columns 5 and 6, where we have successively added two

control variables that we might expect to affect earnings. Of course, these values are endogenously

determined with respect to skin color, but these specifications help point towards the direct effect of

skin-color on earnings, rather than that mediated through literacy or military service. The estimated

effects of literacy and veteran status also provide useful context for interpreting the “black” coefficient:

the point estimates suggest that darker skin hurts a brother’s occupational earnings about two-thirds as

much as illiteracy does.

The final set of results, presented in Table 7, consider a variety of other adult outcomes. As discussed

earlier, samples are small and precise estimates are elusive. For each outcome, we consider two economet-

ric specifications: our usual within-family estimate, and one that includes a control for (endogenously

determined) literacy. These suggest that darker-skinned brothers are slightly more likely to work in

agriculture or as laborers, that (conditional on heading a household) their home’s value is lower , and that

they are less likely to be veterans of World War I. Darker-skinned brothers are perhaps slightly more likely

to have stayed in their childhood residence state through 1930, although the average distance moved are

almost exactly the same.
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5 Conclusions and Next Steps

In this paper we document differences in educational and economic outcomes between lighter- and

darker-skinned African-Americans. We disentangle the effects of discrimination (differential treatment

based on skin color) from systematic differences in family background; this requires good data on skin

color and outcomes, as well as a way of adequately “controlling for” family background.

We have constructed a new data set that exploits an appearance-based classification of African-

Americans in the 1910 census into “Blacks” and “Mulattoes.” This classification was conducted by

enumerators whose (admittedly idiosyncratic) judgments were presumably correlated with those of

employers and other potential discriminators. Matching to the 1930 census and entering data from the

handwritten records provides us a rich set of childhood and adult outcomes. Our key analyses control

for both observed and unobserved characteristics of a person’s childhood environment by restricting

attention to those households where one son was classified by a census inspector as “Black” and another

as “Mulatto.”

In contrast to significant differences between “Mulattoes” and “Blacks” selected randomly from the

population, brothers with different skin-color classification have much more similar outcomes. Still, in

early childhood, darker-skinned brothers are less likely to attend school or be literate; these effects shrink

(and may even be reversed) in adolescence. It appears that skin-color discrimination leads to delayed,

and perhaps lower-quality, education for darker-skinned children. Assessment of adult outcomes suffers

from a lack of power, at least partly due to a small sample. Although generally not statistically significant,

we observe that darker-skinned brothers wind up in occupations that (on median) pay slightly less, that

they are more likely to either stay in agriculture or be laborers, that their home’s value is lower (conditional

on heading a household), and that they are less likely to have served in World War I.

This project is still in progress. We have several possible routes to further explore. First, we plan to

quantify differences in brothers’ occupations beyond median earnings. It may be the case that lighter-

skinned siblings sorted into occupations and industries that either had a less segregated labor force or

came in more contact with whites. Differences may also arise in the value of farms that farmers operate

whereas we currently lump all farmers together as having one, very common, occupation-based earning

level.

Second, we want to explore whether parents’ preferences for skin color are driving some of the dif-

ferences still found among brothers. For example, are differences between siblings of two “Mulatto”-

classified parents the same as differences between siblings of two “Black”-classified parents? If so, then
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for a “Black”-“Mulatto” couple, does the classification of the father matter more than the mother in

determining educational and health outcomes?24

Third, we will look at daughters as well as sons in households where color variation was recorded.

Daughters cannot be matched by last name to later censuses unless they did not marry so a panel will

probably be harder to construct, but for childhood educational outcomes it could be interesting to find

stronger differences by skin tone and to compare gender differences to skin color differences.

Fourth, we have treated household composition as given, but matching in the marriage market and

fertility decisions both determine household composition and are interesting on their own merit. Are

parents more or less likely to have another child depending on the previous child’s skin color? How can

family size determine future outcomes of lighter- and darker-skinned siblings? Was the lighter-skinned

brother more likely to have a lighter-skinned wife? Was occupation more or less important than skin tone

in the marriage market?

24For health and other outcomes we plan to use WWI Selective Service System questionnaires that are held in the National Archives
for all registrants whose surname begins in the letters A-D. Questionnaires include detailed economic, educational and health
information. Sample will unfortunately need to be restricted to households where at least one son of each classification was
between the age of 11 and 18 in 1910.
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A Subjectivity of race and color enumeration

A Subjectivity of race and color enumeration

As many have noted, mapping physical features that are both continuous and multidimensional into

discrete categories is difficult, and likely involves highly subjective judgment.25 Different enumerators

could have classified the same person differently. While each individual was only classified by a single

enumerator in each census, he encountered a number of different enumerators over the course of his life.

By following people across censuses, we can illustrate the degree to which racial classification varied,

suggesting that this classification was highly subjective. We followed several generations of a single family

of African-American ministers in Fauquier County, Virginia—their photographs are available in Hollie,

Tyler, and White (2009)—and report the racial classification of two of them in censuses and militrary draft

registration records.

Figure 5 shows that Murray Tapscott was classified as “Mulatto,” “Black,” “White,” and then “Mulatto”

again. We see that there is a strong tendency to classify all members of a families in the same racial

category, which suggests the possibility of other families that some enumerators could have classified in

a way that would have made them enter our sample. This suggests that making it into the BMSH sample

required sons to look sufficiently different.

According to Hollie, Tyler, and White (2009), Murray Tapscott was born to Mark Russell and Cordelia

Tapscott. The 1870 census shows Mark Russell living in a separate household married to another woman,

but both Mark Russell and Cordelia (Delia) Tapscott’s ancestry is traced to be of mixed race. Harriett

Tapscott, probably Cordelia’s mother, is classified as “White” in the 1870 census.26 Murray Tapscott

marries Catherine (Kate) Colvin in 1885. Kate Colvin herself is classified as “Mulatto” in her childhood

household in both 1870 and 1880. By 1910, both Murray, Kate, and all nine children that are still living

with them are classified as “White.” However, ten years later they are again classified as “Mulatto.”

Murray and Kate Tapscott’s son, James M. Tapscott, was born in 1893, and several examples of his racial

classification are included in Figure 5. James M. Tapscott was classified in 1900 (not shown) as “Black,” as

“White” in 1910, and as “Negro” in 1930. No distinction was made between “Black” and “Mulatto” in the

censuses of 1900 and 1930, so enumerators might have classified him as “Mulatto” had the choice been

available. In registration cards for both World Wars, James M. Tapscott is listed as “Negro;” the World

25The Statistical Report of the 1910 census explicitly says: “Considerable uncertainty necessarily attaches to [the ‘mulatto’/
‘black’] classification, however, since the accuracy of the distinction made depends largely upon the judgment and care of the
enumerators. Moreover, the fact that the definition of the term ‘Mulatto,’ adopted at different censuses has not been entirely
uniform may affect the comparability of the figures in some degree” (Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1913, p.
129).

26The relation to the household’s head was not recorded in the 1870 census.
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A Subjectivity of race and color enumeration

Figure 5: Racial classifications of Murray and James M. Tapscott

Murray Tapscott through the censuses 

1870 census 1880 census 

1910 census 1920 census 

Murray Tapscott 
1864-1937 

James M. Tapscott 
1893-1982 

Marcus “Mark” Russell 
1838-1929 

James M. Tapscott through censuses and draft registration cards 

1910 census 

1930 census 

Back of WWII registration card 

Bottom of WWI registration card 
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B Within-family skin color variation cases

War II card contains information on some other physical features.

We present this case study mainly to illustrate the subjectivity of racial classification (by enumerators,

and society generally). Researchers should be careful in using this classification to compare outcomes.

Surely this is a special case because it looks like the Tapscotts are located on the lighter side of the

skin-color scale and are therefore particularly likely to switch categories. In general, racial classifications

are quite noisy measures of skin color. Within families, we have reason to believe that different racial

classification does not arise from minor differences in looks. The same enumerator classified all members

of the household at the same time, so within-families “mulattoes” have lighter skin than “blacks.”

B Within-family skin color variation cases

Charles B. Davenport was a prominent American eugenicist in the early 1910s. He was interested in

people of mixed race and the effect of their existence on society. One of his studies, (Davenport, 1913)

explicitly tried to measure how skin color is inherited in mixed-race families. His research assistant

traveled to Bermuda and Jamaica—islands where race admixture was more common and less frowned

upon—to record ancestry as reported by the families, and measure skin color with a wheel that allowed

her to combine four colors to match the color of the skin. While the Davenport’s motivation was clearly

ideological, the study contains photographs of large families of mixed race that allows us to assess how

appearance among siblings. Two such photos are included in Figure 6.
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B Within-family skin color variation cases

Figure 6: Mixed race families in Jamaica and Bermuda

(a) Parents and two of their daughters, part of Jamaica pedigree 9, the M. family

(b) Mother and seven of her children, part of Bermuda pedigree 33, the L. family

Source: (Davenport, 1913)
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